INDUSTRIAL INVOLVEMENT
Since it's inception in 1985, Seattle Pacific University's (SPU) Electrical bgineering Program has had a history of industrial involvement. The senior design sequence was originally developed by Jon Parle from the Fluke Corp. and continues to have active industrial participation in the form of numerous design reviews. Originally Don Bowie served as a loaned executive from The Boeing Company and developed a junior design course with project management emphasis. Currently Don has been spearheading significant project management and business issues into design courses based on his experience and from advisory board feedback.
TAE CONCEPT APPLIED
The various disciplines within academia can be compared to independent silos, where each department is so involved in tilling their respective volume that there is little incentive to peer over-the-top. This phenomenon is being addressed at SPU through an approach of teaming the School of Business and Economics' senior course in Operations Management (BUS4644) with the Electrical Engineering Department's junior Engineering Design Course (EE3730) in an effort to bring businessiadministrative issues to the engineering students and technicallproject issues to the business students.
THE APPROACH THAT HAS BEEN UNDERTAKEN
As a means to expand a course of study to more realistically prepare undergraduate students for postgraduate careers, and in support of the Accreditation Board of Engineering Technology (ABET) Engineering Criteria 2000 for expanded non-technical instruction, an ongoing effort has been undertaken to provide multidisciplinary instruction. This effort was implemented via a teaming of instructing professors in crossdepartment courses for the last two years. The "cross-fertilization" has been accomplished by lecture interchange of business and engineering professors, a common participating in the business course workshop on tactical and strategic problem handling, the engineering teams' hosting of a laboratory and projects demonstration, and the "cross-reporting" by the engineering teams on the business teams' primary case study and the business teams' reporting on the engineering teams' electronic projects. The engineering lecture to the business students consisted of explaining engineering project management and then showing how the basic concepts apply in the business world such as in consulting efforts. The business lecture to the engineering students explained differences between strategic and tactical thinking and how tactical actions are appropriate for solving immediate problems; however, the need for strategic thinking is required to maintain a viable continued operation. The workshop expanded on these concepts by having combined business and engineering teams reduce the time required for a hands-on assembly process through tactical improvements and then obtain further significant time reductions by using strategic applications.
FEEDBACK RECEIVED
A number of positive, negative and humorous items of verbal student feedback have been received such as: "...and I thought all engineering students were nerds." "...and I thought all business students were 'hean-counters'." "I didn't realize how much I have learned until I explained my project (case study) to my counterpart." "What a great way to have business and engineering students learn together," "Business students really leed to know how an engineer thinks." "You're just adding ambiguity to my life." and "This is just more work for a time-starved student." Written and verbal student feedback will be used to help provide further improvements in this cross-disciplinary instruction. 
